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As part of the NCOCC 2017 Survey, the following questions were asked of every service area. 

1. NCOCC staff is timely in their response to your help desk requests. 
2. NCOCC staff is timely in their response to your emails. 
3. NCOCC staff is timely in their response to your phone calls. 
4. NCOCC staff is always courteous in addressing users' needs. 

5. NCOCC staff is knowledgeable and capable at their job functions. 
6. I am highly aware of what NCOCC is, what they provide to our school district, and the areas of support they offer.  
7. NCOCC keeps us abreast of emerging technologies that support our endeavors. 

 

Below indicate the responses for 7 questions in every area along with an overall total to indicate our areas of strength and weakness. 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 

Admin 4.56 4.72 4.84 4.9 4.64 4.52 4.5 

EMIS 4.25 4.75 4.62 5.0 4.75 4.7 4.5 

Fiscal 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.5 4.7 4.5 

INFOhio 4.8 4.8 4.9 4.8 4.8 4.5 4.8 

Secretary 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.66 

Supt 4.75 4.83 4.7 4.83 4.7 4.5 4.5 

TAC 4.25 4.25 4.0 4.25 5.0 5.0 4.25 

Teachers 4.6 4.75 4.4 4.7 4.7 4.0 4.0 

        

AVERAGES 4.55 4.7 4.6 4.74 4.73 4.57 4.46 

 

Previous Year’s Averages 4.4  4.5  4.5  4.7 4.7  4.5  4.5  
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SUPERINTENDENT SURVEY RESULTS – 12 Participants 

 

Comments: 
 

➢ We are very pleased with NCOCC. 
➢ Very happy with the service we receive from NCOCC! 
➢ NCOCC staff is very approachable, and knowledgeable. Thank you for all you do.  
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SUPERINTENDENT  
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
 

NCOCC provides informational meetings 
that are beneficial to your staff. 
 
NCOCC offers an appropriate variety of 
training and/or meeting times for your 
district staff. 
 
NCOCC offers opportunities for you to 
provide input regarding professional 
development for your staff.  
 
NCOCC offers a diverse number of classes 
and/or informational meetings for your 
district staff’s needs. 
 
NCOCC addresses your district staff’s needs 
in the area of professional 
development/trainings and support of core 
services (SIS, Progressbook, INFOhio, Kiosk, 
etc.)  
 
NCOCC provides appropriate support and 
training, when necessary, for your district’s 
new employees. 
 
NCOCC provides a high level of support in 
regard to technology changes and decisions. 
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ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY – 25 Participants 
 

 

COMMENTS:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 

 

➢ Thanks for everything. 

➢ I am very happy with everything that is offered to St. Pete’s. The service is wonderful! 

➢ In my first year back as an administrator utilizing NCOCC, I have been very pleased 

with the support at the building level.  Leslie Wiseman and LuAnn Trumpower have 

been especially helpful for us this year.  Joe Morabito, Principal, Galion Middle School 

➢ LuAnn Trumpower and Lesley Wiseman are a gem! 

➢ LuAnn and Leslie are wonderful to work with, always so very helpful! 
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ADMINISTRATOR  

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
 

NCOCC provides informational meetings 

that are beneficial to your staff’s needs. 

NCOCC offers an appropriate variety of 

training and/or meeting times for your 

district staff. 

NCOCC offers opportunities for you to 

provide input regarding professional 

development for your staff. 

NCOCC offers a diverse amount of classes 

and/or meetings for your district staff 

needs. 

NCOCC addresses your district staff’s needs 

in the area of professional 

development/trainings and support of core 

services (SIS, Progressbook, INFOhio, Kiosk, 

etc.) 

NCOCC provides appropriate support and 

training, when necessary, for your district’s 

new employees. 

NCOCC provides a high level of support in 

the area of technology changes and 

decisions. 
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EMIS SURVEY RESULTS – 16 participants 

 

COMMENTS:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 
 

➢ It sometimes take a week or more to get a response to help desks.  I know that a lot of times they are searching 

for answers, because of ODE but, if they would just let us know that or tell us that they got the help desk and it is 

being worked on some how just so we don’t think that they are being totally ignored it would help.  

➢ The Help desks are the only things that concern me.  I just feel like they are sometimes being ignored.  It takes so 

long to get answers. I don’t put in a lot of help desks but when I do it is usually something that I would like an 

answer to soon and not wait a while for it. Again if they would just let me know it is being or has been looked at 

and that they are getting answers that is all I would need.  I think NCOCC does a great job on everything else.  

Ncocc has the best staff that I have ever worked with.  

➢ I enjoy working with Sandy and Janet. They are very helpful in training and provide excellent support.  They are 

always pleasant. 

➢ We are fortunate to have NCOCC to rely on.  

➢ Thank you. 

➢ Sandy & Janet are very approachable & knowledgeable in EMIS, and keep us informed at all times.  Thank you for 

all they do for us! 
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EMIS  

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
 
NCOCC provides an appropriate amount of 
informational meetings that meet my needs. 
 
When open labs are offered they are 

beneficial and pertinent to my job functions. 

I am highly satisfied when assistance in 

creation of user-defined reports is provided. 

NCOCC staff does a satisfactory job in 

keeping me informed and up to date on 

EMIS information. 
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FISCAL SURVEY RESULTS – 21 participants 

 

COMMENTS:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 

➢ I think help desk is the preferred way to contact NCOCC so emails are lower on the 
list of priorities. 

➢ The staff is not forward thinking about how updates can assist the school district. 
➢ NCOCC is behind the pack when it comes to doing new ideas and processes.  Or 

maybe they don’t market to the customers (the school districts) what other services 
and new technology they can provide.  

➢ I feel like I am pulling teeth to try to get them the staff to do something out of the 
ordinary. 

➢ I want Reflections for the desktop! And running reports takes FOREVER! It should not 
take 3 minutes to run a budled. 

➢ I don’t use the web applications unless I have too, because it takes too long. 
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FISCAL  

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
 

NCOCC’s fiscal staff offers a diverse amount 
of training and/or meetings to meet my 
fiscal needs. 
 
I have opportunities to provide input 
regarding professional development that 
will help support my fiscal needs. 
 
I am highly satisfied with the existing 
methods of access to my fiscal data (i.e. 
FISCWEB, USASDW, FISCDROM, and 
PAYCDROM) 
 
I am aware of and utilize USAS/USPS WEB. 
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FISCAL COMMENTS CONT’D:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 

  
➢ I would like to commend Tammy Bole for her professionalism and hard work on behalf of NCOCC.  Without her in the Dept., I 

am not certain how we Treasurers would function.  She is a GEM!!! Her customer service and caring manner help make our 
jobs easier!  NCOCC is very lucky to have her!!! 

➢ It would be helpful at times if the professional development was available as a webinar.  Due to the drivetime, there are times 
that we are unable to attend a session due to other commitments that would cause us to arrive late or require us to leave 
early. 

➢ Fiscal staff would rate much higher in the survey, however answers, indicate an average in all areas, not just fiscal. 
➢ Meet with the school districts personally and ask us what we would need. Your staff may be able to handle all of the issues we 

have, but from our end, it doesn’t seem like it. Some districts don’t want to rock the boat, but I have been vocal about my 
concerns but many other share my concerns (but quietly). 

➢ Keep up the good work! 
➢ Need to offer more professional development. 
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INFOHIO SURVEY RESULTS – 16 participants 

 

COMMENTS:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 

➢ Susan and Janet are always very helpful to me when I encounter a problem. I 
appreciate them very much! 

➢ I am sorry but I do not normally communicate with NCOCC.  I leave the 
communication to the other Aid in our Library.  

➢ Love the help they give me and my staff. 
➢ This is my first year as the library/media center specialist and I would have been lost 

without the assistance, training sessions offered by NCOCC and it’s staff.  Everything 
is up and running smoothly and I am enjoying my new position.   

➢ After pushing INFOhio resources for many years to the staff, I STILL don’t know if any 
teachers even use it, sad to say… 
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INFOHIO  

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
 

When meetings are offered, via NCOCC, they 

are informative and relevant to my job 

function(s). 

NCOCC staff offers a variety of training 

session times that are appropriate for my 

schedule. 

NCOCC offers a variety of training sessions 

that are relevant to my position. 

Our district staff frequently uses the 

Electronic Resources NCOCC provides via 

INFOhio (i.e. Bookflix, Storia, World Book, 

Science Online, Literary Reference center, 

etc.) 

NCOCC staff provides a high level of 

assistance in helping me maintain my library 

database. 
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SECRETARY SURVEY RESULTS – 47 participants 

 

COMMENTS:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 

➢ I would like to see making changes to addresses, phone numbers, etc. easier to do in 
DASL and not have to go to different screens to enter the same information. I also 
would like to be able to enter the time on attendance without entering AM or PM. 
Would be nice to have the program know school hours.  

➢ Labels are sometimes tricky. Also, if there's more than one student screen up it may 
show information for a student under a different students name.    

➢ There are just a few things I would like to see in SIS that would be easier to manage, 
but overall, it's a great program. 

➢ I appreciate Leslie and Fritz Fagan! 
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SECRETARY 

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
 

NCOCC SIS staff offers an appropriate 

variety of training and/or meeting times to 

meet my needs. 

NCOCC SIS staff offers opportunities to 

provide input for professional development. 

NCOCC SIS staff provides a diversity of class 

offerings and/or meetings to meet my 

needs. 

NCOCC SIS staff addresses my needs in 

training and support of StudentInformation 

(SIS).  

I am highly satisfied with the GRADEBOOK 

application in meeting my needs for 

attendance, report cards, lunch count, etc.  

I am highly satisfied with the 

STUDENTINFORMATION (SIS) application in 

meeting my daily task needs for registering 

students, handling attendance, managing 

grades, etc. 
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SIS COMMENTS CONT’D:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 

 
➢ Classes used to be offered during the work day.  I would like to be able to be more knowledgeable of gradebook so I can assist 

the teacher better.  Also, if I was granted access to open windows during grade card time it would be much more efficent than 
calling a superior or NCOCC to assist. 

➢ The staff at NCOCC never make you feel like your question is ridiculous. No matter how many time you ask the same question. 
Knowing they are available makes it easier to accept new challenges in our work place. 

➢ It would be helpful if users didn't have to log in so often to do daily work.  Very time consuming. 
➢ The font being used is not efficient.  We have all requested for that to be changed which has not happened.  It wastes a lot of 

paper, it is hard to read and costs our district a lot of money with the waste of paper.  This happened a few years ago and was 
fixed immediately. Many other districts are complaining of the same issue.  

➢ doing great! 
➢ I do have some concerns with the attendance letters that come out automatically for 3 days Unexcused, 6 days Excused, 8 

days Unexcused, and 12 days Excused.  The concern is that parents can actually receive (for example) an 12 day excused letter 
before a 3 day unexcused letter, etc.  We were wondering if they could just get letters (excused and unexcused) total for the 
increments, possibly starting at 5 days, etc. 

➢ LuAnn is always helpful when we run into an issue.  She was also very instrumental in getting our DASL Satellite databases up 
& running, when we had very little instruction on how it was all going to work.  Thank you LuAnn for everything you do!! 

➢ NCOCC Staff helps almost immediately to any need I have. They never make me feel like my questions are stupid. When you 
don't do something on an everyday basis you tend to forget. The staff breaks it down so I can print it up and refer back. I 
would not be able to do my job as well without this gift the NCOCC staff gives me. From the receptionist clear to the back I 
would like to say thank you. 
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TAC SURVEY RESULTS – 5 participants 

 

COMMENTS:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 
 
 

➢ PD and meetings about emerging tech are not common 
➢ I think at least an annual technology meeting to review policies and procedures (i.e. 

best way to reach NCOCC for different situations for assistance and what services 
NCOCC provides) would be helpful to district administrative staff. 
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TAC SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 

 
NCOCC offers a wide range of technology services (i.e. ISP, 

Hosted VOIP, Hosted servers, Cisco LAN management, etc.) 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC technology staff’s 

ability to provide planning, procurement and support for our 

district’s voice, video, and data network. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC technology staff’s 

ability to provide design and implementation of network 

upgrades. 

NCOCC provides a high level of network security. 

NCOCC provides a high level of Internet Connectivity.  

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s web filtering.  

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s email filtering 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s firewall protection. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s distribution of IP 

addresses. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s DNS service.  

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s Hosted VOIP 

service. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s Hosted Web site 

service.  

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s Hosted Email 

service.  

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s webmail clients. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s training for 

supported email clients. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s wireless network 

solutions for BYO (Bring Your Own). 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s offsite backup 

service. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s hosted server 

service. 

Our district is highly satisfied with NCOCC’s LAN management 

service.  
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TEACHER SURVEY RESULTS – 91 participants 
 

 

COMMENTS:  
(Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 
 

Have you ever submitted a help desk request to NCOCC? 
        19.57% = YES 
        79.35% = NO 

Response to help desk requests: 

➢ The helpdesk has been extra slow this year; especially this winter. 
➢ I have asked on many occasions why a student on progress book can't quickly access their 

overall, cumulative grade.  Obviously their is built in programming to calculate a final grade 
percentage/letter grade.  However, I have yet to find a way to thumbnail or click on anything 
that gives an overall grade for a given student. 
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TEACHER  

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
 
Have you ever submitted a help desk request to 
NCOCC? (yes/no) 
 
Have you ever emailed and/or called NCOCC support 
staff? (yes/no) 
 
Have you ever directly interacted with any of the 
NCOCC Support Staff? (i.e. via phone call, emails, help 
desk requests, attending an evening class, attending a 
summer workshop, at a district training they 
performed, in a meeting where they were present, 
etc.). 
 
Have you attended a NCOCC evening training or 
summer workshop within the past two years? (yes/no) 
 
IF YES: When documentation is provided at training 
sessions it is comprehensive and beneficial. 
 
I have opportunities to provide input regarding 
professional development for NCOCC offered evening 
classes and summer workshops. 
 
NCOCC evening trainings, and/or summer workshops, 
are diverse in content and ability level. 
 
I frequently use the Electronic Resources NCOCC 
provides via INFOhio (i.e. Bookflix, Storia, EBSCO, 
World Book, Science Online, Literary Reference Guide, 
etc.) 
 
Do you currently use the GRADEBOOK piece of the 
Progressbook Suite? (yes/no) 
 
IF YES: I am highly satisfied with the Progressbook 
Suite as a classroom management tool. 
 
IF YES: NCOCC’s staff provides an appropriate amount 
of training related to the GRADEBOOK package. 
 
IF YES: NCOCC staff is timely in their response to my 
emails or phone calls regarding the GRADEBOOK 
package. 
 
IF YES: NCOCC staff are courteous when addressing 
your GRADEBOOK package needs. 
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Teacher Comments Cont’d (Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical 

errors may be found.) 

Have you ever emailed and/or called NCOCC support staff? 
        39.13% = YES 
        59.78% = NO 
 
Have you ever directly interacted with any of the NCOCC Support Staff? (i.e. via phone call, emails, 
help desk requests, attending an evening class, attending a summer workshop, at a district 
training they performed, in a meeting where they were present, etc.)? 
    60.87% = YES 
    38.04% = NO 
 
Aware of what NCOCC is, what they provide to our district, and areas of support offered: 

➢ I know who they are just have never felt the need to use their classes or support. They are 
mostly irrelevant to my courses. 

➢ I'm not sure what NCOCC is, what the acronym stands for, or what their responsibilities are. 
➢ Lots of emails 
➢ I guess I've just never been educated on what resources are available. I have taken classes 

through your information before, but have dealt very little with it otherwise. 
➢ I did not know that there was any support other than classes you offer. 
➢ I don't deal with much tech.  
➢ I don't know everything NCOCC does for us.  

 

Keeps us abreast of emerging technologies: 

➢ I don't think that NCOCC pushes technology in my area. 
➢ Most times they are behind what is out there to use. 
➢ I'm sure they keep the district technology coordinator informed but not me.  
➢ I do not like your new e-mail system, it is not user friendly. 

 
Have you attended a NCOCC evening training or summer workshop within the past two years? 
     31.52% = YES 
     67.39% = NO 
 
 

 
TEACHER  

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS CONT’D 
 
Do you use the Progressbook SPECIAL SERVICES 
package? (yes/no) 
 
If YES: NCOCC’s staff provides an appropriate amount 
of training and meetings for the Progressbook SPECIAL 
SERVICES package. 
 
If YES: NCOCC staff is timely in their response to 
emails or phone calls pertaining to the Progressbook 
SPECIAL SERVICES package. 
 
Do you attend the Progressbook SPECIAL SERVICES 
meetings? (yes/no) 
 
If YES: SPECIAL SERVICES meetings are beneficial and 
designed to meet my needs. 
 
Are you currently using Google Apps for Education in 
your classroom? (yes/no) 
 
I am fully aware that NCOCC offers Ashland University 
graduate credit for attending their classes as well as 
their summer workshops. 
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Teacher Comments Cont’d (Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.)

Opportunities to provide input regarding professional development for NCOCC offerings: 

➢ I do not use these workshops. 
➢ I don't recall, except through these surveys, being asked; however, I'm lucky to keep ahead of lesson and test changes let alone technology changes! 
➢ I have never had contact with anyone at NCOCC in order to give input.  I am ok with this.  My tech department works well with us and NCOCC. 

➢ I haven't had time or interest in attending a seminar yet.  
➢ When I taught at another district, we interacted often with NCOCC, taking advantage of many pd opportunities.  Since leaving Mansfield 

Community School, I have not heard much about what you have to offer. 
➢ I am not sure how I have input on what is being offered in workshops/classes.  
➢ My building secretary is always prompt to inform me of anything that may prevent me from entering grades or attendance through 

NCOCC. She always speaks to an employee and problems are often fixed quickly. At the kindergarten level I do not use all elements 
provided by progress book etc. but have used it to successfully run reports or to inquired personal information like birthday, addresses, 
etc. Thanks for all your hard work to keep us up and running on a daily basis. 

➢ I might but I don't know.  
 

Evening trainings, and/or summer workshops, are diverse in content and ability level: 

➢ It seems much of the content isn't geared towards upper grade and level students (high school). I would like to see more courses for 
Moodle-quizzes and Arduino workshops. Teachers in the area have come up with some very creative ideas, lessons, and classes...how 
about somehow showcasing them so that we can share ideas (either as a conference or newsletter)? 

 
Use of INFOhio Resources: 
 

➢ I have never accessed the electronic resources.  They typically come in emails, and I get a multitude of emails about topics that don't interest me, so I 
generally disregard them.  Technology and professional development are stressed in our district to such an overwhelming degree that we are 
constantly being forced to implement new things and add to our busy schedules with required elements from our district, so I really don't have the 
time or energy to look into new things that aren't already being required by my district. 

➢ I do not use any of these 
➢ I have not used those resources at this time.  
➢ I've taken classes, but were they sponsored by NCOCC?  I don't know.  Some of the workshops were not worth my time, others were interesting.  I've 

signed up for two that were postponed. 
➢ It is not a resource I need for my classroom. 
➢ I enjoy the classes offer and appreciate NCOCC always being there to help. 
➢ These opportunities to not address the needs of my students. 
➢ I am a a music teacher and I would love to see some training that is geared toward specialty teachers and not just the core subject teachers.  
➢ Haven't been made aware of your function.  
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Teacher Comments Cont’d (Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.)

 
➢ Regarding resources, I am unaware of any I can really use in my Spanish classroom.  HOWEVER, when I attend classes, the resources there are VERY 

helpful and useful. 
➢ I used INFOhio once. 
➢ I don't usually use any of the resources. I don't really know what they are. 
➢ This isn't something I have used. 
➢ I have never used those resources. 
➢ Didn't even know about it 
➢ I appreciate the work of the ncocc. 
➢ I do not currently have a need in my classroom for these resources. 
➢ Again, I've just not been very educated on the resources or, if I have, it has not been recently. 
➢ I don't know about them.  They would be useful, I imagine, but I have had no training on any of them.  
➢ I don't have training in this.  
➢ I have always had nothing but the best experience with NCOCC! My calls have been returned promptly and issues/questions taken care of. I have also 

taken many informative and fun workshops with Kalin and Leslie:-) 
➢ I don't currently use any of these resources, but would be interested in what they could do to enhance my classroom;) 
➢ I did not know those resources were available. 
➢ I teach math and my most used resource is the textbook. 
➢ I have none 
➢ I don't care for the new email program, it doesn't seem user friendly. Files and other things are hard to find. 
➢ I simply don't use these resources.  
➢ It would be nice if a refresher course or introduction to NCOCC could take place at the beginning of a school year for old and new staff making us 

aware of the options NCOCC offers.  
➢ I do not utilize these services during instruction. 
➢ I'm glad they're offered though.  
➢ Come present all that you offer 
➢ Have not implemented this into the classroom. 
➢ They do a good job 
➢ I've never been trained on it, so I don't use it. 
➢ I do not use any of these resources in my teaching. 

 
Do you currently use the GRADEBOOK piece of the Progressbook Suite? 
     85.87% = YES 
    13.04% = NO 
 
Satisfaction with Progressbook Suite as a classroom management tool: 

➢ Never provided with proper training for it use.  

➢ We have not found progressbook to work well with standards based grade cards. 
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Teacher Comments Cont’d (Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.) 

NCOCC’s staff provides an appropriate amount of training related to GRADEBOOK: 

➢ I received no training other than some help from my mentor my first year. 

Do you use the SPECIAL SERVICES package?: 
     29.35% = YES 
     69.57% = NO 

NCOCC’s staff provides an appropriate amount of training and meetings for SPECIAL SERVICES package: 

➢ I don't believe I've every been taught how to use these services. I've mostly just picked up a little bit of it here and there. 
➢ I don't like you new explorer email system, it's easy to miss e-mail that is sent to me.  

 
Do you attend the SPECIAL SERVICES meetings (out of 27 responses to this question): 
     4.35% = YES 
     25% = NO 

Additional Constructive Feedback: 

➢ Our district is moving to Canvas next year and we will be using Progressbook only in a limited capacity.  I will still need to use Special 
Services for IEPs.  The testing page will need to be modified.  It currently only has options for excusing students from not passing OGTs, 
however next year's seniors will need to be exempted from end-of-course exams, and this is not currently only the form, so we are trying 
to find ways the state will approve to handle this documentation until the forms are changed. 

➢ Thank you for your assistance over the year! You are always responsive and flexible. Two qualities I highly value. 
➢ I guess you should do a better job of telling who you are and what you do, as well as what resources you represent to us teachers.  I get 

lots of emails from you, some of which have nothing to do with me and my field.  Maybe if you tailored the emails you sent, people would 
pay more attention to them. 

➢ Nice job, keep up the great work! 
➢ I would like to see some professional development opportunities for intervention purposes.  Something not connected to Special Services. 
➢ I would like more mid-level to advanced opportunities for technology.  I am past basic and rather proficient, but I would still like to 

possibly see some things I may be unaware of technologically. (If it's even possible due to diversity.) 
➢ I have seen many classes that I would like to take to help me teach in my classroom.  Because I am a busy mom when I am not at school, I 

cannot fit it into my schedule.  I would really like some of these choices for our teacher work days/in service days.  It would be something I 
know that I would use. 
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Teacher Comments Cont’d (Responses are copied directly from the survey. Grammatical errors may be found.)

➢ Leslie Wiseman has always been and continues to be super helpful and quick to respond/correct issues that come up in my area (speech 
therapy). Since I am now contracting my services to my school district, I no longer have the privilege of attending in-service sessions that 
include updates.  Leslie continues to be a blessing to me! 

➢ Please continue offering these supportive classes. 
➢ One thing that would help me is if a student could show up as absent when you enter an assignment that is either assigned or due on a 

date that they are absent as a part of the grade screen.  Not just on the classroom page.  Maybe be highlighted in a particular color so 
that you can instantly see if they were absent when the assignment was assigned or due.  

➢ Thanks 
➢ Too many workshops offered onsite are at 4 pm which does not correspond with educator schedules. Need more online workshops that 

can be done from each district/classroom, or from home, and more options for later hours (5-7 or 6-8 or Saturdays 10-12, for examples) 
➢ I feel they do a very good job! Kevin Coleman 
➢ Glad you are there for us, my position doesn't have much tech needs.  
➢ I post all of my grades to the web so that parents can see them.  I always have to check the box that says "post marks to the web."  I 

would save checking that box if they were automatically posted to the web and instead have a box to check if we do not want to post 
marks to the web. 

➢ New email is not user friendly.  
➢ I've enjoyed the courses I have taken from NCOCC.  Thanks for offering them. 
➢ In years past, it seems there were more evening PD opportunities than what is being offered now.  
➢ I found it interesting that Ashland University credit could be earned for workshops and seminars! I wish I had known that earlier as I often 

look for graduate credit when preparing to renew my teaching license. 
➢ Who knew 
➢ Moodle-quizzes workshop, Arduino workshop, have teachers get together to showcase their best lessons/ideas.  
➢ It would be nice to have access to online webinars that we can watch at our own leisure.  
➢ Please add a left early button to the attendance list.  It would greatly impact attendance. 
➢ Please continue to offer these quality technology classes.  

Are you currently using Google Apps for education in your classroom? 

• 55.43% = YES 

• 43.48% = NO 

Are you aware that NCOCC offers Ashland University graduate credit for their classes and summer workshops? 

• 76.09% = YES 

• 22.83% = NO 


